Description of Lot 92
Avalua & Chikie Homesteads, N. Kona, Hawaii

Beginning at a stone marked with a nail

Dist. lat. 20° 53' 40" N. lat. 22° 10' 59" from the 23rd Peg
Station, Moa'ala, and running as follows:

1. N. 67° 36' W. 1680 feet along the edge of road
   as far as

2. N. 28° 23' 16" W. 916 feet along lot 74

3. S. 69° 36' E. 1228 feet along the edge of road
   as far as

4. S. 8° 45' N. 111 feet along the same

5. E. 8° 51' 52" W. 168 feet along the same

6. S. 8° 56' E. 746 feet along the same

Tojutal point and including

an area of 2975 acres

June 1890
J. S. Emerson

J. M. K.
Description of Lot 73
Awalua and Chiki Homesteads, N. Kona, Hawaii

Beginning at a post marked K with rail hole at a point 50 ft. N. 28° 57' W. true from the S. E. corner of the Station Haina Pae, and running as follows:

1. S. 16° 57' W. true 497 ft. along line 28° 57' W. from the same
2. S. 2° 32' W. true 397 ft. " the same
3. S. 16° 16' W. true 323. feet along the same
4. S. 9° 21' W. true 123. feet along the same
5. N. 6° 30' W. true 1245. feet along the edge of road abutting
6. N. 20° 28' E. true 1025. feet along the same
7. N. 7° 58' E. true 156. feet along Grant 2112. Hulaaalii
8. N. 87° 1'. E. true 394. feet along the same
9. N. 63° 58'. E. true 389. feet along the same
10. N. 88° 42'. E. true 214. feet along the same to

Initial point and including

an area of 31.75 Acres.

Signed June 1890

J. S. Emerson.
Description of Lot 74
Ahuwai & Chikin Homesteads, N. Kona, Hawaii.

Beginning at a point on peachtree marked with + and drain hole, N. 69°36' W. (true) 1700.5 from the 2 Jig Station, Hawaii, and running as follows:
1. N 69°37' W (true) 1780 feet along the edge of road as found out
2. N 23°10' E (true) 920 feet along Lot 76
3. S 69°40' E (true) 1730 feet along the edge of road as found out
4. S 20°33' W (true) 916.5 feet along Lot 72 to initial point and including an area of 36 2/3 acres

June 1890
J. S. Emerson
Description of Lot 75
Avalona and Ohiki Homesteads

At Kona, Hawaii

Beginning at a large rock marked with a and drill hole 3° 14' 10" W line from the Fishig Station Markers, and running as follows:

1 3 74 36 E line 726 feet along the edge of road as laid out

2 S 77 55 E line 182 feet along the same

3 S 78 56 30 E line 282 feet along the same

4 S 20 28 W line 1002 feet along the same

5 N 69 40 W line 1710 feet along the same

6 N 20 28 E line 865 feet along the same

7 S 69 36 E line 542 feet along the same to

Initial point and including an
Area of 35 34 Acres

Em. June 1890

J. S. Emerson
Description of Lot 76
Awalua and Ohiki Homesteads, N. Kona, Hawaii

Beginning at the 25' T.G. Station, Keawaiki, and proceeding as follows:

1. N 33° 51' 4" E 1,938 feet along E. Remainder.
2. S 67° 56' E 2,143 feet along the edge of said hillside.
3. S 23° 10' W 920 feet along Lot 74.
4. N 67° 38' W 2320 feet along the edge of said arterial road and including an
   area of 46 1/4 acres.

June 1890

J. S. Emerson.
Descriptions of Lot 77
Avalua & Ohikin Homesteads, N. Kona, Hawaii

Beginning at a point on gabachoe rock marked with + and drill hole N 33° 52' E 958 feet from the 2nd Dig Station, Keanahe, and running as follows:

1. N 35° 52' 30" E true 912 feet along Lot 78
2. S 67° 42' E true 1912 feet along Lot 78
3. S 20° 20' W true 885 feet along the edge of road as laid out
4. N 69° 56' W true 2128 feet along the same to initial point and including an

Area of 40 7/10 Acres

June 1890
J. S. Emerson